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Hello everyone & welcome to this money cauldron!n With
just one click you can support an environmental project.n
Stop looking at that what's happening to our planet!n We've
been living in a globalized world for some time now.n Now
everything is tied together, leaving no room for any
national boundaries.n Not sure how to break into the
English-speaking world?n It turns out that this it's not that
hard!n Let's create a non-profit organization that will raise
money!n You no longer have to be afraid that something
will change in your territory. This has already happened to
us.n You are not alone. That's a fact!n In previous articles
on our mailing list, you may have noticed that the
information was not very detailed.n But at the same time,
you may have noticed that it was valuable.n We need
help!n We invite you to visit us first turn in the sense that
we want you to do everything in your power to help in the
fight to save our planet.n If you read these letters, you will
feel that perhaps you have already touched something
important.n We have received hundreds of letters from
those who are not indifferent to the problem of species
extinction.n Unlike you, representatives of official
governments, or environmentalists, or just people who are
interested in what kind of phenomenon - the extinction of
species - do not show the slightest interest in this. n They
do not write to us, do not offer to join, do not make
contributions .n All this is the result of our lack of
objective information.n The indigenous population of
Europe today is suffering from the extinction of animal and
plant species - fish, birds, jellyfish, palm trees, edible
plants that we used to eat.n Today we live and die in full
darkness!n I, aelac, and 639 of my brethren think that
many species of animals, plants and fungi can continue to
grow and live in the same place where we found them.n
Their numbers have not decreased, and will not decrease in
the future.n The scientists (who, unknowingly, also join us)
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say that if we give them time, they will find a lot of new
facts.n Entire continents once disappeared. n Today, the
same thing could happen to our tropics. n Only m
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